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Abstract
Since the early nineteenth century, fiction writers, philosophers, and historians alike have consistently appealed to two connected ideas in theorizing historical experience: 1) media metaphors and 2) an opposition between totalizing bird’s-eye views and fractional ground-level views. This paper scrutinizes the prevalence of these metaphors to elaborate the enduring interactions between historical theory and popular media.

They “deliberately prefer … to see things en gros and out of focus, rather than minutely.”[1] This is what William James thinks of those who aim for sweeping, bird’s-eye views of history. As much as one might want to “take in the whole of time and space at a single glance,” seeing “instantaneously all the infinite lines of convergence towards a given result,” James admits that such an effort is a lost cause. He claims that “the human mind is essentially partial,”[2] and that “no single point of view can ever take in the whole scene.”[3] For James, to look past its irrecuperable, indeterminate details toward history’s faceless averages is to look at “a dead and stagnant thing.” His indeterminate world is alive, unpredictable, and operates on unstable ground. And crucially, it bears all these descriptions for the better rather than for the worse.

James dismisses historiographical strategies dependent on averages and devoid of details. To do so he appeals here to the rhetorical combination of bird’s-eye metaphor and media metaphors. Those who depend on averages and shun details adopt a bird’s-eye perspective on history, he says, and in so doing they produce an image of history that falls short of photographic legibility: they “see things en gros and out of focus.” Regardless of just what optical device James had in mind here (photographic camera, magic lantern, microscope, possibly anything with a lens), and regardless of just what kind of historical vision he supports (whether bird’s-eye and all-encompassing or nitty-gritty, detail-oriented, ground-level looking), what is important for the present moment is that he appeals to an optical device at all. James’s bird’s-eye media metaphor for seeing history is just one of many. Whether popular or scholarly, philosophies of history since the early nineteenth century have likewise appealed to panoramas, magic lanterns, stereographs, movies, and the like. And so too have they appealed, as James does, to the metaphorical differentiation between bird’s-eye and ground-level looking. This paper asks what do all these bird’s-eye media metaphors for envisioning totality look like, and what can a twenty-first century media historian or theorist take away from these metaphors from the nineteenth century?

Many media metaphors of history differ from William James in one important regard: they adopt the much more optimistic notion that an era’s new media do afford legitimate bird’s-eye views of the past. Where James argues that a history that
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purports to see everything in focus ultimately sees everything out of focus, this other class of media metaphors claims that bird’s-eye visions of history indeed have the capacity to bring both the whole of history and the tiniest detail of history into sharp focus. And they rely on various media—panoramas, photographs, etc.—to provide the metaphorical embodiment of what an encompassing historical vision might resemble. In the second half of the nineteenth-century, for instance, descriptions of the Apocalypse and of revelatory history often appealed figuratively to the medium of the painted moving panorama. Following St. John’s banishment to the island Patmos, says one writer, “God took the matter in charge, [and] opened upon his enraptured vision the gorgeous panorama of time and eternity.”[4] God’s revelation, say other writers, appeared to St. John as “a brilliant panorama,”[5] “a pictorial representation or vast moving panorama,”[6] a “continued living panorama presented in succession,”[7] “one long drawn-out panorama,”[8] a “grand and solemn panorama of things temporal and eternal,”[9] “a pictorial panorama of the progress of the war between truth and falsehood,”[10] a “series of visions, which the ministering angel unrolled … like a great panorama,”[11] and “Panorama of Omniscience.”[12] These theologians claimed that St. John bore witness to the most infinite of sublime visions, and yet, given his god’s-eye perch, managed to suppress these visions’ presumed incomprehensibility. Nothing of this vision remained unknowable, undifferentiated, contingent, or irreducible, these writers say. St. John experienced what one writer calls, in his book Foregleams of Immortality, a “closing up of the natural sight, and the opening of a new eye to a light that never strikes our fleshly eyeballs.”[13] According to these media-metaphorical interpretations, John’s very being, and not just his vision, changed qualitatively.

As the Book of Revelation was often described in the nineteenth century as a “panoramic Apocalypse of the future,”[14] so too was the academic history likewise often described as a “panorama of the past.” This makes the comparatively unspectacular history book bear a close alliance to totalized, supernatural revelation. The preponderance of bird’s-eye panoramic metaphors for all-encompassing historical vision reveals an unacknowledged yet rampant correlation between notions of apocalyptic/postmortem access to eternal history and notions of fully recuperative, all-encompassing academic history. Consider these examples, culled from both well-known and lesser-known historians in the nineteenth-century United States. In the 1850s the American historian Marcus Willson wrote that history “may be so portrayed as to present a vivid panorama of the whole, finished to the sight,” requiring “the artistic labor of the painter or sculptor.”[15] Elsewhere, Willson said that his histories “are designed to present to the mind of the pupil a moving panorama of a real, busy life,” or “one local, fixed picture, a moving panorama of events.”[16] In the mid-1870s, in a preface to Charles Augustus Goodrich’s History of the United States, a school principal likewise insisted that historians should aim “to draw out before the mind such a view of history as shall make it a real panorama of the past.”[17] And around the turn of the nineteenth century, the Universalist historian John Hill Walbridge wrote a little history of the town of Wilmington, Vermont—a relatively modest undertaking. In it, though, he offered a bold lamentation. Dreaming of a time when his discipline could accomplish totalized historical recuperation, he wrote,

From the top of Mount Haystack the eye commands a magnificent panorama of maple crowned hills and smiling valleys. … Would that we possessed the power to present to the mental eye of the reader such a bird’s-eye view of the past history of the town with events in their right relationships and perspectives. [18]

By the time one facet of history has been conveyed, he implies, another has already escaped the reader’s “mental eye,” thus leaving him or her with an incomplete, perspectivally skewed picture of history. Censuring historical writing for what he considered its incapacity to create in the reader’s mind a totalized image of past time, Walbridge levies upon his academic discipline a responsibility to be panoramically encompassing in accuracy and scope.
Granted, the god’s-eye view of apocalyptic vision and the bird’s-eye view of historical vision register vastly different conceptions of scale—the latter is earthbound, for instance, while the former transcends earthly time and space altogether. The point, however, is that both our theologians and our historians put the moving panorama to a task whose scale and scope far exceed the representational limits of what any popular medium actually affords. The preponderance of their figurative appeals to the panorama—something akin to what the media theorist Mark Hansen calls *technesis*, or “the putting-into-discourse of technology”—demands the scrutinization of word/image interactions in historical representation.[19]

Also consider Oliver Wendell Holmes’s prediction of an infinite stereographic library in the 1860s, in which everything was to be photographed “with camera-lenses of the same focal length, at the same distance, and viewed through stereoscopic lenses of the same pattern,” in order to produce a coherent corpus of forms—a totalized history spelled out in easily accessible images.[20] Or D. W. Griffith’s dream of an infinite cinematic database of history: “You will merely seat yourself at a properly adjusted window, in a scientifically prepared room, press the button, and actually see what happened.”[21] Or think of Camille Flammarion’s 1872 fictional dialogue *Lumen*. The book’s main character flies through outer space, traveling back in time and watching segments of his life unfold from his extreme bird’s-eye perch—a fully recuperative history of the mundane. Flammarion uses the moving panorama and the photograph to describe this practice metaphorically. He says, “spread out as if on a scroll,” with the entire retrospective panorama appearing in a succession of scenes.”[22] Or, retreating to the humbler side of things, consider this quotation from the 1850 *Proceedings of the New Jersey Historical Society*. It first posits a divine, panoramic vision of history and then, as William James himself might do, brings us back down to earth:

A philosophical history … would be like a *telescope*, with powers to bring to view the past, and make it instructive to the present; like a *panorama*, in which what has been is distinctly represented and made real. … What we have in our present histories of New Jersey, with their acknowledged merits, is but a *bird’s-eye view*, and that so distant and so dim, that the outlines can hardly be seen...[23]

Along with this bit of Garden State grandiosity, let’s consider as well Emile Vander-Burch’s 1825 play *Arlequin the Astronomer, or The Magic Lantern in the Moon*. Arlequin is an obsessive astronomer who, alas, finds himself paying more attention to his telescope than to his wife. In order to remedy this situation, the moon—that new object of Arlequin’s affection—takes it upon herself to beam Arlequin up into space and conduct a sort of therapy session. “Look at my magic mirror!” the moon says. “It’s not just a piece of furniture. This mirror reveals everything that happens on earth.” “Ah!” replies Arlequin. “It’s like a magic lantern.” The moon ends up showing Arlequin, in her magic mirror / magic lantern, how it is that his late-night telescope habits might be testing his wife’s last nerve. And Arlequin, anticipating the Christmas epiphanies of George Bailey and Ebenezer Scrooge, sees the error of his ways and vows to become a more attentive husband.[24]

We can see a conflict brewing here. On the one hand, bird’s-eye or moon’s-eye views permit us a view of everything, of all time past and, presumably, future. On the other hand, they de-center us. They de-anthropomorphize the world. They are defamiliarizing enough to remind us that the way we experience the world does not comprise every possible way of experiencing the world. The philosopher Karsten Harries writes of how the fifteenth-century cardinal Cusanus invited his readers to envision what the cosmos might look like to a person on the surface of the moon. He seeks to strip terrestrial perception of its centered groundedness, and positing truth as unstable and ultimately unobtainable—in a manner not so different form that of Copernicus. [25] The philosopher Frank Ankersmit likewise argues that “the world results from our interaction with the world as embodied by experience, and not from looking at the world from the point of view of the moon.”[26] Along with this bird’s-eye
formulation, Ankersmit has argued that images, just as much as literary conventions, serve as the prefigurations by which historians conceive their narratives. The ubiquity of visual metaphors—‘we like to speak of ‘images of the past’, of the ‘point of view’ from which the historian ‘looks’ at the past, of the ‘distortions’ of historical reality which an incorrect ‘viewpoint’ is liable to create—demands what Ankersmit calls “a strong argument in favor of the pictorial interpretation of the study of history,” or what the media theorist Wolfgang Ernst calls “a precise media archaeology of the historical imagination.”[27] So too does the film historian Leo Braudy use the idea of the “God’s-eye view of the director in the sky” to elaborate his distinction between closed films and open films. Where the closed film maps out a narrative’s every motivation and stylistic pattern from above, the open film refuses to “elicit order from the world” and maintains “a contingent relation” to the world.[28] We see, then, how bird’s-eye or moon’s-eye views stand in metaphorically for two vastly different conceptions of knowledge, narrative control, and historical recoverability. Seeing from the moon is both totalizing and de-centering; closed and open; stable and flux-filled. It’s both a way to conceive of recuperating total knowledge of past time and of retaining a constructive blindness to knowledge.

So, media contribute to a de-centering, a reminder that we are in fact blind to most operations of the world, micro and macro alike. Think of the untold levels of microcinematic temporal details that film affords—slow motion, fast motion, etc.—or the infinite amount of information that resides in even the most out-of-focus of photographs—all those things of the world that are irrecoverable to our unaided senses. At the same time, media are also the primary means by which philosophers of history posit a totalizing recuperation of past time—Arlequin the astronomer’s seeing history unfold in the moon’s magic lantern, for instance, or Flammarion’s star-hopping history-seer, or the New Jersey Historical Society’s telescopic, panoramic, and all-encompassing history.

Abundant as they are, bird’s-eye media metaphors of a totalizing, fully recuperative history end up committing a logical error: they beg the question. They neglect to see how media themselves are historical subjects, and, what’s more, how they are often “reflexive historical subjects,” as the media historian Lisa Gitelman puts it.[29] Media are immersed in history and, by virtue of this position, cannot help but foreground the question of what history is. Nor can they help but determine history—that is, create the means by which we imagine it. Those who use media metaphors to describe a philosophy of history—any philosophy of history—fail to recognize that media metaphors might actually be more than metaphors. I am thinking of Vivian Sobchack’s description of her tingling experience of watching the out-of-focus opening to The Piano—how her fingers felt the film before her eyes managed to clue her in to what she was seeing. This experience suggested to her that calling a film “touching” or “moving” usually exceeds its intended metaphorical usage.[30] So too can we now see how media metaphors of history exceed the status of metaphor. It is imperative that we complicate media metaphors of history. It is imperative because media really do permit us to see history (even if only in an incomplete, indeterminate fashion), and because they really do shape our conceptions of the idea of history—and of temporality and memory, and the representations thereof. If Sobchack was blind to what her fingers felt, then perhaps we can find something useful in recognizing our blindness to what so many bird’s-eye visions of history have purported to give us: unfiltered access to the past. Blindness is the opposite of bird’s-eye: it is what historian John Kasson calls mole’s-eye, the underground view of that which goes unrepresented.[31] A recognition of the unrepresentable interstices that compose history is what this constructive blindness affords us. It’s Jean-Louis Comolli’s reminder that there is a “blindness at the heart of the visible,” frenzied and bountiful as that “visible” may be.[32] What a wonderful task it is to try to uncover a history of spectatorial experiences with the very media that have so often been metaphorized as stable, reliably lifeless, knowable, graspable stand-ins for an all-encompassing, timeless, bird’s-eye view of history. We want to look at mole’s-eye aesthetic experiences that people have had with bird’s-eye representations of history. This is one way to conceptualize the search for continuities between the forgotten media of a past era (the old new media) and the prominent media of today.
From the magic lantern to the photograph to the panorama to the cinema, those media that we tend to associate with proto- or para-cinematic culture have all been appropriated as the metaphorical means of comprehending an unfiltered, totalizing, wholly recuperative view of history. The contradictions inherent to bird’s-eye media metaphors present an opportunity to keep dead media alive—by remembering just how vibrant and unpredictable and rich their histories of aesthetic experiences might be, as long as we continue to dig for them. Demystifying media metaphors of history permits us a constructive defamiliarizing of media themselves, and a recognition of the infinite complexity that resides in their inscription and reception alike. Anne Friedberg has said something like this: Confined as they may often be to a frame, such disparate media as lithographs, magic-lantern projections, and movies alike are nevertheless more image than picture.[33] This means that they invite contemplation of the unknown as much as they confirm suppositions of knowledge. Images have a different material substrate than pictures. Images are processes whereas pictures are objects. Images have a temporal dimension. Images are experienced in active, multiplicative ways. Images can inhabit a state of perpetual change and an openness to scrutiny and discovery. Herein, I think, lies an opportunity to assess just how productive it has been and will be to rescue these media from their lifeless, all-seeing metaphorical status.
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